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ABSTRACT. We- invest igate ar model for the kaon-nucleon interaction based 
on a lagrangian Which includes the Yukawa interact ions of hyperons, kaon. 

UM 

approximants. The results of the calculations with this model give a good 
description of all experimental data on both I « O^and I • 1 states of t: .• 
KN system at lov and intermediate energies./^ QMjCfo&l, J 

—it RESUMO. Estudas»* um modelo para a interação kaon-nucleon baseado em uma 
lagrangiana que inclui as interações de tipo Yukawa entre hyperons,Jtaona 
e nucleons adicionadas a termos de contato representando as interações de 
curto alcance em cada estado de isospin. CalculaméS todos os diagramas até 
quarta ordem, e unitarizamn os elementos da matriz S em ondas parciais 
mediante aproximantes de Padi diagonais. Os resultados dos cálculos com 
este modelo dlo boa descrição de todos os dados experimentais relativos :<•• +•-
sistema KN nos estados I • 0 e I « 1 em energias baixas e intermediária';. [ QjjjlfrL 

* Work partially supported by FINEP and CNPq. 
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1 - INTRODUCTION 

The present work discusses a model for kaon-nucleon 

scattering in both 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 isospin states. The model 

is based on a lagrangian containing the usual Yukawa interactici-

for kaons, nucleons and hyperons, plus contact terms representinc 

the shorter range kaon-nucleon interactions. This work is an 

extension of a previous calculation [l,2j in which a 

phenomenological contact term was introduced only for the 

1 = 1 state. Without manipulation of free parameters, that 

simple model gives excellent agreement with all available daca 

for the 1 = 1 state, including differential cross section and 

differential polarization in K p scattering from threshold to 

about 800 MeV/c. Due to the absence of a contact term for the 

1 = 0 state, the calculated cross section for the charge exchan^: 

process K d -*• K°p and the energy dependence of the elastic 

K d •* K d cross section could not reproduce satisfactorily the 

data. We show with the present work that these difficulties 

are overcome with the introduction of the 1 = 0 contact terra. 

Since the model does not include pions explicity, its applicabj.. 

is limited to low energies, up to about the threshold for pion 

production, which occurs at about 520 MeV/c for the kaon incid̂  

momentum. However we will see that in several respects the mcdel 

performs very well for energies beyond this limit. 

The KN interaction in the 1 = 1 state has been 

extensively analysed in terms of partial amplitudes by several 

authors [3-14] , with results which can now be considered as 

consistent and reliable at least up to 1500 MeV/c. The K+p 
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scattering experiments at low energies are described through 

a rather strong negative s wave phase shift (scattering length 

a = -0.30f), with small contributions of two p waves of 

opposite signs, with negative p \, and positive p 3. phases, 

in the approximate ratio & x z - 25 3. at low energies. 

For the 1 = 0 case, the extraction of information 

from K d experiments is not straightforward, due to difficulties 

in the treatment of the scattering by a complex target. Although 

there has been recent progress in the analysis [9,10,14-17j 

we cannot consider that the behavior of the 1 = 0 partial 

amplitudes is already completely understood. Recent experiments 

using K° beams to measure directly the differential cross 

sections for the charge exchange reaction K°p •* K n [l8,19], 

and more recent polarization measurements in the K n interaction 

[20,2l] have provided important new information on the 1 = 0 

interaction, allowing more complete description of this system. 

The more recent theoretical by Martin and Oades analysis, which 

makes use of these new data [14], indicates for the 1 = 0 

interaction a rather weak negative s wave (scattering length 

about a1 --O.lf), with strong positive S \. and weak negative 
S P /2 

*P 3/2 * 

The recent improvement in the experimental information 

and in the theoretical analysis of the KN interaction in the 

1 = 0 state has motivated the present effort to improve our 

model, with the purpose of achieving a description of this 

case as simple and successful as the one we already have for 

the 1 = 1 state. We shall see that with the introduction of 

the second contact term in the lagrangian we are able to 

reproduce all low energy data on both isospin states. 
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2 - LAGRANGIAN AND METHOD OF CALCULATION 

Assuming the usual y s Yukawa interactions for 

hyperons, nucleons and kaons, together with pointlike 

interactions for the KN system in each isospin state, we 

write the lagrangian* 

* - " \ M - P * 0 + nK+)(K+n - K°p) 

- X,[K+p K+p + K°n K°n + 4(pK° + nK+)(pK° + nK+)l 
* (1) 

+ [-igNAK(pY
5AK+ + S Y 5 A K ° ) + h.c] + [-igNrK(-py

5E°K+ + 

+ f2 P Y 5 I + K C + nY5i°K° - /2 n>sI~X+) + h.c.j 

The values for the coupling constants g2..-/^ = g2 and 

g r̂„/4ir = g
2 are taken from other studies [22-24] . Dispersion 

relation analysis of K p and K~p data provides information on 

the combination 

G2 = g2 + n g| (2) 

where n is near one. Thf values reported for G2 depend on the 

particular authors and methods employed, lying in the range 

from 12 to 20, with a central preference occurring around 15. 

The separate values of g? and g2 are not so easy to obtain, 

often occurring that their determinations are model dependent. 

However, it can be believed that g2 is small, lying in the 

range from 0 to 3, most likely being smaller than 1. The SU(6) 

value for g2. is about 0.56. 

* The convention of sign for the coupling constant of the contact tern 
X!, used in Eq.(l), i* opposite with respect to that adopted in ref.[l,2j, 
that is, \\ • -X. 



Ne have no previous indications regarding the 

values of XQ and >i, the strengths of the 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 

contact terms, so that they are free parameters in our model. 

We will see that fixing the s-wave scattering length in the 

1 * 1 isospin state as equal to the experimental value we 

obtain a relation between the coupling constants *c»
 xi a n d 

G2. The range of values for XG can then be chosen using any 

other convenient piece of experimental information involvine 

the I « 0 state, such as the value of the charge exchange err. 

section at a chosen energy. With everything thus fixed, the 

model is still left with plenty of room to test its adequacy. 

Our method is based in the evaluation of the Feynn . 

diagrams of second and fourth order derived from the lagre.nc;< 

which are shown in Fig.l. Details of the calculation can be 

found elsewhere [lj. We add separately the contributions of 

second order S^l . and of fourth order S^* in each partial 

wave (i,j»l± y2 ) and in each isospin state I, to the S matrir. 

and form the first diagonal Padé approximant to the perturbet., • 

expansion, which is given by 

S(I) 

1 - S { 1 ) / s ( I ) 

1 &H±(<») / &t±(2) 

Sl±[l/l] X + U ) 

and 

The unitarity of the S matrix imposes 

R e »i%> " ° < * • 

"•«"(•o m'\ [ I m s í í ( 2 ) ] 2 (5> 
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Using these relations, the phase shifts corresponding to the 

S matrix elements in the [l/l] Padé approximant form can be 

written 

I» S ( I ) 

(I) toS"<a) 
tan «.IS/O = (6) 

** St±( 2) *»- si±(%) 

The Yukawa coupling constants enter in the 

evaluation of the Born (Fig.l.a), self-energy (Pig.l.b) and 

box (Fig.l.d) diagrams in the effective combination of Eq.(2) 

for the 1 = 1 interaction and in the combination 

g2 = g2 - 3ng£ (7) 

for the 1 = 0 amplitudes. The coefficient n has approximately 

the same value in all cases, and we choose for it a central 

value 

n - 0.95 (8) 

3 - LOW ENERGY PARAMETERS AND STRENGTHS OF THE CONTACT TERMS 

We make use of the knowledge of the 1 = 1 s-wave 

scattering length (a^1'= - 0.30f) to fix a relation among the 

coupling constants X0' *i and G
2» Th* numerical evaluation of 

the s-wave scattering amplitude in the low energy limit then 

gives 

0.270X2 + 0.00633X2. - 0.0127A0X, + (3.69G
2-14.3)*i • 

1 0 

• (1.28G2-108.)G2 - 0 (9) 
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For each a given G2 this equation represents an ellipse in 

the variables X 0, A,. These curves determine bounds on the 

possible ranges of values allowed for these coupling strengths, 

as shown in Fig.2 for G2 = 12, 15, 18, 21. 

Consideration of the K p differential cross sections 

shows that the value of X\ must be large and negative so as to 

keep the angular distribution flat up to several hundred MeV/c, 

as required by the experimental data. This behavior was already 

observed [l] in the study of the case *0 * 0, and is not: 

modified here, because in our calculation the *<> coupling 

influences the 1 = 1 amplitudes only through the rather small 

contributions of the crossed blob graphs of Pig.l.d. Thus, in 

what follows, for a given *o» we solve Eg.9 for *i, selecting 

the root which corresponds to the lower parts of the ellipses 

in Fig.2. 

The evaluation of the 1 = 0 s-wave scattering 

amplitude in the low energy limit gives for the corresponding 

scattering length the expression 

(0.888A0-6.71g
2)2 

a<°>» (lo; 
s 0.0961X2+1.39>2-0.192A0Xj-(21.5g

2-72.2)X0+a44.g
2-546.)g2 

In Fig.3 we plot this quantity against *o» ^oz G2 « 15 and 

for ql * 0, 1, 2, 3. The general features of the curves for 

other values of G2 are essentially the same as for G2 • 15. It 

is remarkable that our model definitely predicts a negative 

sign for the scattering length in the 1 * 0 Interaction. For 

12 £ G2 £ 21 and g| < 1 the possible values of a^ range from 

zero to about - 0.6 f. 
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4 - COMPARISON HITS EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Our aodel must explain all low energy experimental 

data in the 1 = 1 and 1 = 0 states, namely the K p [3-8,ll,13j 

and K d [10,15,17,25-30; differential cross sections, the 

**P [7,11,31-35] and K+d [31-35] total cross sections and the 

differential polarization measured in K+p [5] and K n [20,21,25] 

collisions. Since the values of the Yukawa coupling constants 

gjj and g* are determined through other kind of work [22-24] , 

we are left with i0 and Ax as the only free parameters in our 

model. Taking the value of the 1 = 1 scattering length a' - -0.30f as 

the first direct piece of experimental information, we establish 

a quadratic relation between *o and \ \ , as explained in Sec.2. 

The angular distribution in K p scattering, which remains rather 

flat up to several hundred MeV, imposes that between the two 

roots of A) for a given *0/ we select the one which is larger 

in absolute value. As can be observed in Fig.2, the introduction 

of the A0 coupling, for a fixed value of a' , does not change 

appreciably the value of >• i, as long as one remains in the lower 

part of the ellipse. This guarantees that all data related to 

the 1 * 1 state are very well reproduced by our calculations,as 

we had already obtained in Ref. [lj. 

We now observe that negative values for X0 must be 

excluded if one considers the sign of the polarization for 

charge exchange scattering, which has been measured at 600 MeV/c 

[25J and above 850 MeV/c [5]. The experimental results show 

positive sign for the polarization, while calculations with 

*o < 0 give just the opposite. 
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Before we make a definite choice of x0 and show 

how the aodel gives a good fitting of the data, it seems 

instructive to look at the nature of the expressions for the 

tangents of the phase shifts as given by Bq.(6). At points 

where the denominator vanishes the phase shift passes rapidly 

through an odd multiple of */2, and the predicted cross sections 

and polarizations show very peculiar behavior in their proximity. 

Prom our calculations we obtain that all 1 = 1 phase shifts run 

smoothly everywhere. The tangent of the s-wave phase shift in 

1 * 0 also does not present poles if G2 is larger than 12 and 

g| is less than 3. For the p-waves in I * 0 we may have poles 

in Bq. (6) as a function of the momentum, as shown in Fig.4 for 

G2 « 14.5 and several values of g2. The poles in tan 6_ 3, are 

almost energy independent and occur only for very limited 

ranges of values of A0. For this value G
2 • 14.5 there are 

no poles in tan & u if A0 is larger than 160. If G2 is 

P n 

increased the poles which are shown for positive *0 in Fig.4 

move towards larger values of x0 and of the incident momentum. 

He now show how the results of our calculations 

behave in the confrontation with the experimental data. Without 

embarking in a best fitting procedure, which would not be 

justified in view of the simplicity and the purpose of our 

model, we have made a search to identify adequate values for 

G2, g2 and *<>• A quantity which is quite sensitive to these 

quantities is the total cross section for the K+d interaction. 

In Fig.5 we compare with the experimental data [26,33-35] the 

results obtained for o_(K d) for some selected choice* for the 

coupling constants. The calculation here goes in several steps. 
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We first evaluate from Eq.(6} the s, p and d-wave phase-

shifts for KN scattering in the 1 = 1 and 1 = 0 states. These 

phase shifts are parametrized as functions of the momentum 

and used as input in a calculation of K d elastic scattering 

based on a multiple scattering expansion,which keeps single 

and double scattering terras, uses three-body kinematics and 

accounts for nucleon fenni motion effects. He evaluate the 

K d forward elastic amplitude, and pass to the total cross 

section through the optical theorem. 

The curves presented in Fig.5 lead us to choose 

G2 = 14.5, gi = 0, >0 = 200., *i » -156.6, although other sets 

of values could also be selected. All theoretical results 

presented in what follows are obtained with this set of coupling 

constants. The value of the 1 = 0 s-wave scattering length 

determined by this choice of parameters in a' =-0.17f. 

The results for the pure 1 = 1 system are shown in 

Fig.6-8. In Fig.6 we present the energy dependence of the total 

K+p cross section, from threshold to 700 MeV/c [7,8,33,35], and 

in Fig.7 we show the angular distribution for elastic K p 

scattering [7] at 265, 355 and 613 MeV/c. The differential 

polarization in K+p •* K+p at 870 MeV/c [5] is shown in Fig.8. 

All information on the I = 0 at low energies has been 

obtained through K d experiments. In Fig.9-11 we show results 

for the angular contribution in K d elastic scattering, and in 

the break-up and charge exchange reactions at several values of 

the momentum [l7]. Fig.12 and 13 compare the experimental data 

on the differential polarizations in K+n •* K n and K n •*• K°p 

[20,21,25] with our calculations. 
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In face of these results, we feel encouraged to 

say that the model passes very well throughout all these 

tests, and in some cases, as in the polarization data at 

851 MeV/c, its good performance goes beyond the energy limit 

of about 600 MeV/c where its applicability is expected to 

become doubtful. 

We find that o_(K"d) (see Fig.5) provides the harden. 

test for the model. For momenta above 550 MeV/c the calculated 

total cross section starts to decrease, while the data points 

go in the other direction. Of course we car. blame the simplicity 

of the model, which does not contain all ingredients necessary 

co describe the inelastic processes in the K d interaction. 

We return to this point in Sec.5. 

5. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In Fig.14 we plot the s and p wave phase-shifts for 

the 1 = 0 and I = 1 KN interactions derived from the effective 

lagrangian model with coupling constants G2 = 14.5, ql = 0, 

*o * 200., >i = -156.6. The s wave scattering lengths implied 

by these coices of couplings are a =-0,17 f and a* =-0.3nf. 

In the same figure we show the values of the phase shifts at 

500 MeV/c obtained by Martin and Oades [l4̂  in their recent 

analysis of all data on the KN system. We observe a remarkable 

agreement between the results obtained from the effective 

lagrangian and the results of the phase-shift analysis. The 

agreement is particularly good in the 1 * 1 interaction. 

Most of the discrepancies between the results for the 

parameters for the 1 = 0 state are due to differences in the 
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treatment of the deuterium data. Starting from the same two-

body amplitudes, our account of three-body kinematics, fermi-

r.otion effects, double scattering and off-energy-shell extension 

of two body amplitudes [36] leads to predictions of kaon-

deuteron processes which are different from what is obtained 

by the other authors. Conversely, fitting of the deuterium 

data by two different methods of calculation leads to different 

sets of two-body parameters. 

The s-wave phase shifts for 1 = 1 and 1 = 0 have the 

same sign, and their contribution to charge exchange K n -*• KJp 

{and also K d •* K°pp) scattering at low energies partially 

cancel each other. On the other hand, the p-waves are rather 

strong, in special in the p i, state, with 6 \. negative in 

/2 P /2 

1 = 1 and positive in I = 0, producing a constructive interference 

in the charge exchange amplitude. We can observe, for example, 

that at 300 MeV/c we have 6 ( 0 ) - 5 ( ' = 8.8 degrees, while 

$ ly - Q i/ = 17.6 degrees. Thus, charge exchange scattering 

at low energies is dominated by the p \, wave. This explains 

why the determination of the 1 = 0 s-wave scattering length, 

which is mainly based on study of the charge exchange K d * Kcpp 

reaction, has never been settled. 

The difficulties with our model start at about 

600 MeV/c, with discrepancies between the calculated and the 

experimental values of K d total cross section, as shown in 

Fig.5. This is not surprising, as mentioned in the introduction, 

since our effective lagrangian does not account for pion 

production, whose threshold occurs at 520 MeV/c in KN collisions, 

and at only 452 MeV/c in K d reactions. 
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Besides possibility of real pion production, our 

n.odel should also include two pion exchanges between kaon and 

nucleon or deuteron. In particular, u> and $ exchanges may give 

important contributions to KM and Kd scattering at intermediate 

energies. Explicit consideration of these possibilities would 

correspond to an analysis of the contact terms, which are 

supposed to account for all these contributions, unfortunately 

separate evaluation of two pion or vector meson exchanges would 

require the introduction of extra unknown parameters in the 

lagrangian, spoilling the simplicity and effectiveness of the 

model. 

In conclusion, we can say that starting from a simple 

effective lagrangian, which contains a minimum number of free 

parameters, evaluating a few Feynman diagrams, and using Padé 

approximants to unitarize the S-matrix elements, we describe 

all observed details of the KN interactions at low energies in 

both 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 states. With a relation between A0 and Xj 

fixed by the value of the 1 = 1 s-wave scattering length, Xo 

becomes the only free parameter in the model. With proper choice 

of the value of this parameter the model reproduces satisfactorily 

all the existing data on the KN and Kd systems at all momenta 

up to 600 MeV/c. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 - Feynman diagrams derived from the lagrangian ir. 

Eq.(l): (a) and (b) are of second order, the others 

of fourth order. The symbol Y means either A or t 

hyperons. The contact vertices in (a), (c), (e) arc 

(f) represent either I = 0 or I » 1 states. In 

diagram (d), the combination of I = 0 and I = I is 

also present. 

Figure 2 - Ellipses described by Eq.(9), at four different 

values of the 1 = 1 effective coupling constant G2. 

Figure 3 - Curves of the 1 = 0 scattering length as a function 

of \Q, as given by Eq.(lO), for G2 = 15 and g5 

0,1,2,3. 

Figure 4 - Location of poles of tg 6 * u ft/il (in solid lines) 

and of tg 6 h r\/-r\ (in broken lines) as functions 

of K_._ and \0, for G2 = 14.5 and g2 from 0 to 3. 

Figure 5 - Total cross section for the K d interaction using 

the set of values (0., 200, -156.6) for the coupling 

constants (g2, X0, x}) and three values for G
2, 

around 14.5. 

Figure 6 - Total nuclear cross section for the K p interaction, 

using the same sets of coupling constants as in Fig. 5. 

Figure 7 - Isospin 1 differential cross sections for three 

values of the incident momentum, calculated with the 

set of values (14.5, 0., 200., -156.6) for the 

coupling constants (Q2, g2, X0, *i) respectively. 

The experimental points axe from Cameron 74 [7]. 



Figure 8 - Isospin 1 differential polarization obtained with 

the sane set of coupling constants as in Fig.7. The 

experimental points are from Albrow 71 [5] . 

Figure 9 - Elastic K+d differential cross sections for three 

values of the incident momentum, calculated with 

the same set of coupling constants as in Fig.7. The 

experimental points are from Glasser 77 [17]. 

Figure 10- Differential cross sections for deuteron breakup 

calculated for the same values of the incident 

momentum and of the coupling constants as in Fig.9. 

The experimental points are from Glasser 77 [l7] . 

Figure 11- Charge exchange differential cross sections calculated 

for the same values of the incident momentum and of 

the coupling constants as in Fig.9. The experimental 

points are from Glasser 77 [l7j. 

Figure 12- K+n '*• K+n differential polarization at 851 MeV/c 

obtained with the same set of coupling constants as 

in Fig.7. The experimental points are from Robertson 

80 [20]. 

Figure 13- K+n •*• K°p differential polarization for two values 

of the incident momentum, obtained with the same set 

of coupling constants as in Fig.7. The experimental 

points at 600 NeV/c are from Ray 69 [25] and at 851 

MeV/c from Watts 80 [2l]. 

Figure 14- s and p wave phase-shifts for the 1 * 0 (solid lines) 

and 1 * 1 (broken lines) KN interactions calculated 

with the same set of coupling constants as in Fig.7. 

The isolated points indicate the values of the phase 

shifts at 500 MeV obtained by Martin and Oades [l4]. 
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